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Abstract

Mixed logit models, also called random-parameters or error components 
logit, are a generalization of standard logit that do not exhibit the 
restrictive "independence from irrelevant alternatives" property and 
explicitly account for correlations in unobserved utility over repeated 
choices by each customer. Mixed logits are estimated for households' 
choices of appliances under utility-sponsored programs that offer rebates 
or loans on high-efficiency appliances

Mixed Logit

Coefficients can vary across customers 

The moments of the distribution of customer-specific 
parameters are estimated

also allows efficient estimation when there are 
repeated choices by the same customers

Variance in the unobserved customer-specific 
parameters induces correlation over alternatives in the 
stochastic portion of utility

Other 'names'

Random-coefficients logit

Error-components logit

Mixed logit

 Specification

N people

Utility

unobserved for each n

density

iid extreme value independent from β and x

Choice probability

conditional on β

unconditional

For one person conditional on β

LL function

MLE

For maximum likelihood estimation we need the 
probability of each sampled person's sequence 
of observed choices

can't be calculated analiticaly

probability of person n's observed 
sequence of choices is

approximate with simulations

unconditional

why?

should be integrated in dim(θ)-space

SML Estimation strategy

Brief history

# of choice situations cab vary

# of alternatives can vary

constant over time

Take "simple" draws e.g. from N(0,1)

Take θ

Draw βn(θ)

Calculate Sn(βn)

Calculate SPn(θ)

Maximize SLL(θ) Use some tricks 

Model equivalence

Random 
coefficient

unobserved for each n

density

iid extreme value independent from β and x

constant over time

Transformation

βn=b+ŋn

b - population mean

ŋn - stochastic deviation from mean

Stochastic portion of utility
correlated over alternatives and time

Experiment conditions

McFadden and Train (1997)

can easily employ nested logic

any random-utility model can be approximated to any desired 
degree of accuracy with a mixed logit through appropriate choice 
of explanatory variables and distributions for the random 
parameter

high-eff + rebate - 16%

Application

Demand side 
management 
program

rebates
mechanism to promote 
energy efficiency

loans

Data

Southern California Edison 

Actual purchases do not 
provide variance in mechanisms

Stated preference approach

Series of experiments

Rebate/Loan/No incentive

Additional Info about past purchases (163 people)

Steps

Estimation on SP data

Calibration on pure RP data

Forecasting the impact of different loan programs

Binary choices

Trinary choices Only high-ef

Characteristics

Price

Operation costs

Promo mech

stand-ef

high-ef

Sample

401 people

6081 experiments

12 binary

up to 4 trinary

Variables

No  "0-choice" alternative

Estimation on SP data

Price is fixed - why?

To track WTP easily

All random coefficients can make convergence 
nonfeasible 

Stochastic portion of utility should not be dominated 
by random parameters

All non price coefs independently normal

Results

Comments

The difference of means

Ratio of means matter!

Can compare WTP

Savings

Mean WTP $2.12

9% have negative WTP

Discount rate 46% for 10 years

do we believe?

Means

Predictions

Definition

Efficiency dummy

Explain preferences not caught  by savings etc. 

"Irrational" behaviour

stand-eff - 46%

Rebates

Avg rebate - $64

Compare with logit

Rebatese are "giveaway" (interpreted differently), 
loans are not

No rebate predictions

Other specifications

stand-eff - 55%

Interaction with soc-dem vars

Correlation in β

log-normal parameters

savings

amount borrowed

interest rate

+9%

Calibration to RP data

high-eff + loan - 45%

Loans where not available

Sources of difference in 
choices in SP and RP

Rebate program

socio-approvable answers

lack of info about rebates in RP

high-eff + loan - 38%

Recalibration of two coef

Comparison with nested logit predictions 

Changes are appropriate to our assumptions

efficiency dummy

Loans are more effective and could even be profitable.

rebate dummy

Interest rate prediction

Predictions

Loan program

Cost per induced switch - $119


